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Robust Stability of Networked Control Systems with
Communication Constraints
Yasir B. Hamdan and Samah O. Altayeb

Most of the above mentioned communication constraints,
are imposed by either of the facts that the communication
medium in NCS is shared by node and that it has limited data
rate or insufficient band width i.e., the limitation of capacity
or throughput. Very few studies include the time triggered
sampling approach considers the plant dynamics and
communication constraint, such as finite bandwidth and
network congestion. In NCSs congestion can be defined as,
the controllers receives the packets faster than they forward
them. One of two things must be happen i) the subsystem
prevent additional packets from entering congested region
until those already present can be processed ii) the congested
controller can discard queued packet to make rooms for those
that are arriving.
Generally, in NCS data transfer treated with low level
protocol such as Ethernet and TDMA. The challenge on the
NCS, congestion control involves the optimization of
performance in face of constraints on communication band
width and communication resource to meet the soft and hard
real time requirements [13], [14]. For example the different
type of data exist in an NCS, hence different protocol or
different priorities for packet can be used, a comparison
among several congestion control schemes used by current
transport protocol for NCSs is presented [15].
The NCS block diagram shown in Fig. 1 present network
induced delays
is the communication delay between the
sensor and the controller, is the computational delay in the
controller and
is the communication delay between the
controller and the actuator.



Abstract—This paper investigates a robust state feedback
controller for networked control systems (NCSs) with a finite
bandwidth and network congestion. A simple scheme is used in
order to eliminate the effect of the congestion, considering the
existence of arbitrary packet dropout. A mathematical model of
NCS with uncertain, varying and bounded network induced
delay is obtained. The model is then converted into uncertain
switching system model. The stability criteria for closed-loop
system are formulated and sufficient conditions for the
controller are given in terms of solvability of linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs). An illustrative example is used to evaluate
how effective the simple congestion control scheme is in
reducing network bandwidth and preserving the stability of the
NCS.
Index Terms—Networked control
congestion, linear matrix inequalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Networked control systems (NCSs) are feedback control
systems with network channels used for the communications
between spatially distributed system components, such as
sensors, actuators, and controllers. NCSs received increasing
interests in recent years for the advantages of low cost,
reduced weight and power requirements, flexibility and ease
of maintenance. However, the insertion of communication
networks introduce some new problems such as
network-induced delay, data packet dropout and access
constraints, which can degrade control performance and even
lead to instability. Since conventional control methods do not
take these problems introduced by communication network
into account, the study of new control strategies for NCS is of
practical importance. A rapid development of analysis and
synthesis of NCSs, and new research results have continually
been reported in literatures, such as [1]-[6].
In order to achieve stability requirements, controller
synthesis methodologies have been proposed using
Lyapunov functions stability analysis [3], [7] and control
synthesis [8]. The NCSs stability analysis and controller
design with long time delay presented in [9]. And [10],
proposed a combined delay switching and parameter
uncertainty-based method to deal with time-varying delay
and Packet dropout. Paper [11], study the stability of the
NCSs under long delay and packets reordering assumption. A
buffer is located at the receiving end of the channels for
randomly delayed packets, which releases them at regular
intervals [12].

Fig. 1. The structure of concerned networked control system.

We assume that the sensor acts in a time-driven fashion
and has identical sampling period , and that both the
controller and the actuator act in an event-driven fashion (i.e.
calculation of the new control or actuator signal as soon as
newly data arrived). For the time invariant controllers, all
three delays can be captured by a single delay
̅ , i.e., the delay is uncertain can be
evaluated between two adjacent sampling period,
̅ ]
̅
[
] with
namely,
[
⌈
⁄ ⌉ where ⌈ ⌉ is the least integer larger than . In this
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work we focus on eliminating the effect of the congestion, we
assume a queue buffer is maintained at the receiving end of
the channels works in DropTail (Queue based congestion
control scheme simply drops the incoming subsequent
packets when the queue becomes full.) manner [15]. Hence
we consider a deterministic packet dropout and the number of
successive subsequent are bounded and the bound is denoted
by ̅ , where ̅
. Furthermore, as the consequence of large
delay, the out of order data will be rejected.
In this paper, we focus on solving the state feedback
controller design problem of NCSs in discrete-time domain
and under a general framework, where large network induced
delay and arbitrary packet dropout are taken into account
simultaneously. The mathematical model is proposed using
similar technique in [8], [16]. It proposes a switched
delay-based method to model the NCSs, and then the
combined delay switching and parameter uncertainty based
method is proposed. In terms of the given model, we give
sufficient conditions for the existence of state feedback
controller such that the closed-loop NCSs are robust
asymptotically stable. Based on the obtained stability
conditions, we further investigate the corresponding state
feedback controller parameter uncertainty based method.
Numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Section II deal with the modeling aspects of NCS with both
delay and packet drop as switched system. In Section III, the
NCS problem formulation is presented focusing on the issues
of robust stability analysis and control synthesis. Numerical
example follows in Section IV, while conclusion appears in
the last section.
Notation: Throughout this article,
represents the
transpose of matrix M. I and 0 represent identity matrices and
zero matrices with appropriate dimensions, respectively.
is the maximum singular value of matrix M.
furthermore,
will refer to the value
of discrete-time
signal of periodic samples.

delay and packet dropout is shown in Fig.1, where the plant
description is described by the following continuous-time
linear system model

x (t )  Ax(t )  Bu* (t )
y (t )  Cx(t ), u* (t )  uk (t )

(1)

where,
state of the plant,
the most
recently received control variable is assumed to remain active
in the plant since no new updates i.e., packet dropped out.
the (measured) output of the plant, and A, B and C
are known real constant matrices of appropriate dimension.
An example of the timing diagram of the considered NCS
with both time delay and packet dropout, is shown in Fig. 2.
in which the two controls signal
and
shown in
dashed line are lost during [
,
] and [
]
respectively. And the data rejected during the
interval [
]. It can be seen from the timing diagram
that the control input acting in the plant are different from one
sampling interval to another sampling intervals, and thus the
system model of the NCS varying from one sampling to
another as the packet dropped out or rejected. To show that
[
]
let
, then the NCS model can be described
into three main categories as follows:
1) There is no congestion; hence no packet will be dropped.
A general case in which the number of active control
inputs in one sampling interval is variable and depend on
the current and previous time delay with
̅ , such situation in [
], [
], and
[
]. The last subsystem describes the case
where data rejection occurs. Such NCSs modeling
approach that consider different subsystems in [17], and
include data rejection in [8].
2) The controller is congested, there are packet could be
̅ such situation on the
dropped out, and
[
] and [
] in Fig. 2. The typical NCS
mode is in [10], [18].
3) The controller is not congested, but there are
successive dropout within the last sampling intervals,
̅. This case can be modeled same as in (1).
and

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS
The structure of the considered NCS with network induced

Fig. 2. NCSs with time varying delay, packet reject and packet dropout.

each node to regulate the flow of packets from the output
packet queues to the outgoing link [17].
̅
Under the assumption
and the maximum
number of consecutive packet dropout is ̅ where, ̅ and ̅
̅
̅. The following is the
are positive integer, define
discrete equivalent of system (1) at the sampling instant ,

Remark 1: Obviously, the definition of
|
denotes the index of the most recent control input
that is available at time t, also indicates the possibility of
rejecting the packets with large delay. Since the time variable
k can be defined from a strictly increased sequence i.e., the
queue buffer uses counters to assign the control signals at
389
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which will form the basis of the analysis.

Now rewrite model (2) in the state space form with state
[
] then,
vector  k

(2)
where,

 k 1  A k  Buk

,
k
l h ti

Γik0 

e
i 0

As

Γik1 

dsB



e As dsB

where,

i  0 h t k
i

0

 1k

0 0
A 0 I


0 0


[
]
is defined as the instant that the control begin to act
on the system, and
[
]where,
and
.
In the following, a switched approach which a combination
of that in [8] and [16]. The interval [
] will be divided into
[ ⁄
⁄ ]
equidistant intervals, then
where
. If is large enough then,
for

⁄ ,

C  C

(3)

[

and

uk l , t  [s k ,s k  1h p]

, t  [s k  1h p ,s k   2 h p]
u
u* (t )   k l 1

uk , t  [s k  l h p , (k  1)h]




D  Tdiag{e11 1 ,

, e r r r }E ,

Γik  diag{e

1 ( h tik

1 )

,

, er ( h ti

k

 r )

 0k 
 
I 
B0
 
 
0
 

,

ik  ik0   (ki 1)1

max

 [0, dh]

 max (k )    ( k )T  k   2 I



(4)

uk   K xk   K 0



0 k

  K k

 k 1  ( A  BK ) k  Acl (tik , K ) k
  Acl (tik )  Acl (tik )   k



    0k K 1k  k2
 lk 


0
0
0
 K
k
Acl (ti )  
0
I
0
0




0
I
0 
 0
 Γ k K Γik1   D1  k
Acl (tik )   i 0
 Q

0l l   0 
 0l  n

(5)
}

From (10) the following derivation is true
Acl (ti )  A  BK ,
k

]

Acl (ti )  A  BK  X 1 Q1
k

(

)

k

with Q1   E1 [ K  X 2 ] where,

Then,
[

(8)

(9)

where,

Let,
[

(7)

Applying (8) to the plant (6), result in the following closed
loop system.

,1 r }E , E  T 1 B
, er h r }E ,

0 ,

0 0

lk 

0
0


0 

For non-diagonal J, similar procedure can be developed to
take the advantage of using the property of matrix function
structure [8].
For this work we consider a state feedback controller of the
form

where,
Γ1k  Tdiag{e1h 1 ,

I

sup

where,
,
are
and
Since the time delay
is uncertain,
uncertain matrices. To extract the uncertainties the matrix
theory can be applied, see [19].
For
we can apply Jordan decomposition on A:
| . Here we assume are
with
none zero eigenvalues, then the following are obtained

Γ0k  Tdiag{1 1 ,

 k2
0
0

Remark 2: More precise bound on
can be achieved
based on the bound on
i.e., the selection of
can
make
. In particular any value can be
used to limit the term
. In [20] shown that the
uncertainty
is norm bounded on a compact
[
], thus there exist a scalar such that,

] Moreover,
That mean
⁄
⁄
switch
in
finite
set
with
[
⁄ ]. Hence, (2) contains all possible control
inputs that can be activated during the sampling interval
[
], i.e., (2) is sufficient to model the situations in (i) (iii), because each subsystem can be obtained by the
. Then the control action
can be
definition of
]. If the
described by
for
[
control input dropped or rejected, the latest available control
input will be
With

(6)

 C k

yk

h

l

D 
X 1   1  and X 2   0 I 
0

]
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In the next section, a criterion is given to guarantee the
robust stability of closed loop system (9), and controller
design.

Since the robust stability condition will be satisfied if and
only if the RHS of (13) is negative definite, then the closed
loop system is asymptotically stable
[
]. Then
according to Schur complement lemma [1] allows readily
obtain inequality (11)
Remark 3: Based on the conditions of stability in
Theorem1, the conditions of existence for the state feedback
controllers are presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Given a scalar , there exist a state feedback
controller such that the closed loop system (9) is robust
asymptotically stable with bound
, if there exist
matrices
, ̃ , and constant
satisfying

III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we will present a sufficient condition for
the robust stability of system (9). For this purpose, we will
introduce the following lemma.
Lemma1. [21] Let A, E, F and H is real matrices of
appropriate dimensions with ‖ ‖
. Then for
and
scalar
satisfying
, we have


Y
( N 0 R  X 2Y )T ( AY  BR )T
0 


 I
0
0 
 ( AY  BR)
0
 ( N 0 R  X 2Y )
0
Y
 X 1T 


0
0
 X1
 I 


( A  EFH ) P( A  EFH )
T

1

 A PA  A PE ( I n  E PE ) E P   H H
T

T

T

T

T

Theorem 1. If there exist asymmetric positive definite
matrix
and positive scalar
such that the
following inequality
 AclT PAcl  P   ( 2 )Q1T Q1

*



0
T
( I n  X 1 PX 1 ) 
AclT PX1

Then the feedback gains can be obtained by:
(11)

̃

̃

( 12 )

̃̃

M 
X1   0  and X 2  0 N0 
 0 
Then from (11) the closed loop system is robustly stable if

( A  BK )T P( A  BK )  P

( A  BK )T PX1 

  ( 2 )( N0 K  X 2 )T ( N 0 K  X 2 )
0


*
( I n  X1T PX1 ) 


To take advantage of lemma1we define,

XAcl  [ I n  X1T PX1 ]

̃

with Q1  [ N0 K  X 2 ] where,

Q  ( Acl (tik )  Acl (tik ))T P(( Acl (tik )  Acl (tik ))  P

 ( 12 )

̃

] ̃
Proof: From (9) we have ̃ [
then, the parameter ̃ ( ) can be rewritten as,

holds, the controller (8) robustly stabilize the NCS (6) for
arbitrary time varying delays and uncertainties
Proof: in order to find the sufficient condition for the
stability of the system with arbitrary time varying delay
̅ ], therefore a system with finite number of LMIs
[
can be solved Define a quadratic Lyapunov
function V ( k )   kT P k , differentiate along the trajectory
of the closed loop system (9) will obtain the negative definite
matrix

[ I n  X1T PX1 ]

(14)

k Q1

Define
, and Pre- and post-multiplying the last
inequality by diag(Y, I) yields,

then,
0  ST S
 ( 12 )

 ( Acl )T PX 1 [ I n  X 1T PX 1 ]

( AY  BR)T P( AY  BR)  P

( AY  BR)T PX1 

  ( 2 )( N0 R  X 2Y )T ( N 0 R  X 2Y )
0


*
( I n  X1T PX1 ) 


X 1 PAcl

 Q1T T [ I n  X 1T PX 1 ]Q1
 {( Acl )T PX 1Q1  Q1T T X 1T PAcl }

Adding the term ( Acl )T PAcl  [Q1T (k )T X1T ]P[ X1k Q1 ]
to the both side in order to complete the square, then to form
Q in left side add (–P) to the both side, result in
k

T

Then, we can obtain the following structure for K

R  KY    K 0

k

Q  ( Acl  X 1 Q1 ) P ( Acl  X 1 Q1 )  P
T

T

T

 ( Acl ) PAcl  ( Acl ) PX 1 [ I n  X 1 PX 1 ]
T
k T
  Q1 (  )

1

Let
T

X 1 PAcl

(12)

 Q1

Q  ( Acl ) PAcl  P   Q1 Q1
2

̅ ],

T

 ( Acl )T PX 1[ I n  X 1T PX 1 ]1 X 1T PAcl

and applying shur complement yield

inequality (14) this end the proof.
Remark 4. It can be seen from (7) that the scalar require
significant computational, we can be obtained numerically an
upper bound of the maximal singular value of
, by
computing offline the singular value of
over tight grid
̅ ]. A detailed computational method for
verifying
[
is given in [19]. Henceforth, rather than using , any other
can be used in order to find more conservative

k

From (7) we have
[
inequality (12) become, become, become, become,
T

0 Yij  with ij  (1, 2,..., n  l )

(13)
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allowable delay. Adopting approach similar to [8], the
feasibility of (11) can be used to compute the maximum delay
that can be tolerated for the given feedback gain; hence
we have the following optimization problem.

Subject to 



sup


max

 [0, dh]

]

[

]

Then the controller is calculated as,

 max (k ) ,  k  [0, max ) and (11)

[

Remark 5. Recently, much attention has been focused on
analysis and synthesis of networked control systems NCSs,
and many stability criteria can be traced in [22], [23]. In [24],
an NCS with limited bandwidths was modeled as a switched
system with time-varying delay, and a similar switching law
had been used to stabilize the NCS, which shows that the
result given in this paper may also be applicable to such
system.

The proposed method is to deal with the problem of
congestion arising in NCSs. A simple scheme is used in order
to eliminate the effect of the congestion, a deterministic
packet drops out is considered. Combined delay switching
and parameter uncertainty based method is proposed, and
then sufficient conditions on the stability and stabilization
have been derived in terms of LMIs. Stabilizing feedback
controller can be constructed via the feasible solution of a set
of LMIs. Moreover, for NCSs with data packet dropout and
delays, sufficient conditions on stabilization of the NCSs
have been established in a similar manner. The results
obtained in this paper suggest that one may drop data packet
at a certain rate to save network bandwidth while preserving
the stability of the NCS.

To illustrate the proposed theoretical results, a numerical
example is considered in this section. The system setup is
given by Fig. 1. The continuous-time model:

0 1
0
x (t )  
x(t )    u (t )

 3 4
1 
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